SFX Bruise Make-up #1 **Applied Pre-show**

- Apply Make-up Bruise #1
  - Apply Green bruise wheel make-up using sponge
  - Apply Yellow bruise wheel make-up using sponge
  - Apply Red and Purple bruise wheel make-up using black brush
    - Clean the brush
  - Apply Black and Blue glitter eyeshadow on the cheekbone using small brush, blend with small brush
  - Apply Brown and Blue bruise wheel make-up using black brush
    - Apply a light amount to reduce the glitter shimmer
    - Add a touch or Red Bruise wheel make-up using black brush if necessary, if the bruise is too dark
  - Apply extremely light white glitter eye shadow to the cheek bone, using the small brush
  - Use the big black brush to blend the make-up and white glitter eye shadow together, if it is too glittery
- Apply Make-up bruise #2
  - Remove Bruise Make-up #1
  - Apply Green bruise wheel make-up using sponge
  - Apply Yellow bruise wheel make-up using sponge
  - Apply Red and Purple bruise wheel make-up using black brush on Avery’s cheek bone
  - Apply extremely light grey glitter eye shadow to the cheek bone, using the small brush
  - Use the big black brush to blend the make-up and grey glitter eye shadow together, if it is too glittery
- Apply Make-up Bruise #3
  - Remove Bruise Make-up #2
  - Apply Brown eye shadow as a base to the ‘bruised’ area using brown brush
  - Apply Green bruise wheel make-up using sponge
  - Apply Yellow bruise wheel make-up using sponge
- Apply Make-up bruise #4
  - DO NOT REMOVE BRUSIE MAKE-UP #3
  - Smudge Bruise #3 using fingers (Avery to do herself)
  - Use foundation powder and white finishing powder to diminish the intensity of the bruise using the second brown brush
BRUSHES USED:

SPONGES USED:

**Sponges are triangle sponges with the flat square section made in to a textured surface (as above) by picking out small sections of the sponge.
**MAKE-UP USED:**

BRAND:
MUD
Make-up Design
Pressed Powder
002 Beige 32131112

BRAND:
MUD
Translucent Pressed Finishing Powder
Translucent 32121115
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BRAND:
LOL Eye Shadow
01 Midnight Dreaming
LO/ESC5GB
BATCH: C13751

BRAND:
Rimmel London
002 Smokey Brun
SW19 4DR
BRAND:
Ben Nye
Master Bruise Wheel
EW-4